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I. Introduction. In the previous two papers, [l] and [2], we were

interested in characterizing the class Siw, R) of real-valued functions

u, defined in a given region (open, connected set) R of the M-dimen-

sional Euclidean space En which satisfy the Weighted Average Prop-

erty (W.A.P.):

(1) uiP) =   f        u-wdp I   f        wdp,        PER,
J B(P.r) '      J B(P.t)

where B(P, r) denotes any ball with the point 2, = P(xi, x2, ■ ■ ■ , x„)

for its center and radius r whose closure lies in R; dp stands for the

usual Lebesgue measure of B and id is a weight function (W.F.)

defined in R (i.e., w is nonnegative and locally summable in R).

It was proved in paper [l] that "Siw, R) is always a subspace of

the solution space of the second-order linear elliptic homogeneous

differential equation:

n

(2) wAu + 2 23 uXiwZi = 0

in R, where u is the Laplacian of u, provided wGC'(2v)." Further-

more, "Siw, R) is the solution space of the equation (2) if the W.F.

w is an eigenfunction of the Laplace operator. That is, if w is a solu-

tion of an equation of the form:

(3) Aw + aw = 0

in R, where X is some real constant." In the latter case "Siw, R) is

infinite dimensional."

The present paper is an extension of these results. In this paper we

want to prove that "Siw, R) is always a subspace of the (common)

solution space of a system of equations of the form:

n

(4) A*w-Au + 2J2 uXiiAkw)Xi = 0,       k = 0,1, 2, 3, • • • ,
i=l

where Akw is the &th iteration of the Laplacian of w (A°w is interpreted

as w), provided the weight function w is sufficiently differentiable."
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Furthermore, "S(w, R) is precisely the solution space of the system

of equations (4), provided the weight function w is a generalized

eigenfunction of the Laplace operator or more generally a weight

function satisfying an equation of the form:

(5) Amw = a0w + aiAw + • • • + am_iAm_1w,

in the region R, where m is a positive integer and the af's are real

constants."

In paper [2] it was proved that "in £2, S(w, R) is infinite dimen-

sional if and only if w is an eigenfunction of the Laplace operator;

otherwise, S(w, R) is finite dimensional and 1^2 dim S(w, R)^2."

It was also claimed there that in En, w>2, "S(w, R) is infinite dimen-

sional if and only if w is an eigenfunction of the Laplace operator;

otherwise, S(w, R) is finite dimensional and 1 ;£dim S(w, R) ^2w — 1."

In a footnote of [2] it was mentioned that the above statement is,

possibly, not true in En, n>2. The main result of this paper clarifies

this point completely. Indeed, it will be shown in §111 of this paper

that in En, n>2, S(w, R) could be infinite dimensional even if the

weight function w is not an eigenfunction of the Laplace operator.

II. Theorem 1. Let Rbea region in En and wbeaW. F. defined in R.

(i) 7/ wEC2m+1(R), m being a nonnegative integer, then S(w, R)

is a subspace o/ the solution space o/ the system o/ equations:

n

(6) AkwAu + 2 Z uXi(Akw)ti = 0,    in JR, k = 0,1, 2, • •• , m.
»=i

(ii) 7/ Akw is defined and is in C1(R) /or each positive integer k, then

S(w, R) is a subspace o/ the solution space o/ the system o/ equations:

n

Akw-Au + 2 Z uXi(Akw)Xi = 0    in R, k = 0, 1, 2, 3, • • • , »
t-i

Proof. Part (i). Let uES(w, R). Then by Theorem 2 and Theorem

4 of [l], uEC2m+2(R) and

n

(7) wAw + 2 Z ux^ii = 0   in R.
i-l

Also by Theorem 3 of  [l], we get the circumferential mean-value

property

(8) uwdo = u(P)  I wda,
J SiP.r) J S(P r)
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for each S(P, r)—the boundary of P(P, r)—which, together with its

interior P(P, r), lies in R. As proved in Theorem 4 of [l], we get

immediately from (8), by differentiating with respect to r, the mean-

value relation

/dw             C          duw
-do-= I -do-

s(p,r) dn          JS(pr)   dw

for each 5(P, r) which, together with its interior BiP, r), lies in R,

where d/dn refers to the derivative in the direction of the outward

drawn normal to the surface 5(P, r). Now, using Green's formula and

relations (7) and (9), we get

/( wAu + 2^Z uZiwXi + uAw J dp =  j A{uw)dp
B(P,t)\ i=l I J B(P,t)

/duw                        C          dw
-<fcr = «(P)  I -da

s(p.r)   dn                    J s(p,r) dn

or

(lOj I uAwdp = m(P)  J Awdp,
J B(P,t) J B(P,r)

for each P(P, r) whose closure lies in R. It is now clear that we can

apply the entire reasoning of Theorem 4 of [l ] over again to the aver-

aging property (10) and get

n

(11) Aw • Au + 2 2 w^Aw)^ = 0    in R.

Since Akw is defined and is in class C*iR) for k = 0, 1, 2, • • • , m,

repeating the argument a finite number of times, we see that u must

satisfy the system of equations:

n

A*w- Am + 2 X) uXiiAkw)Xi = 0,        k = 0, 1,2, ■ ■ ■ ,m    in R.
i-l

This proves Part (i).

Part (ii). Let uESiw, R). Since Akw is defined and is in class CX(P)

for all & = 0, 1, 2, 3, • • • , the above reasoning together with mathe-

matical induction implies that u must be a common solution of the

system of equations:

n

Akw-Au + 2^Z uXiiAkw)Xi = 0
i=l
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in R,    fe = 0, 1, 2, 3, • • • , co. This proves Part (ii).

Theorem 2. Defined in a region R o/ En, let w be a W. F. belonging

to class C2m(R) and be a solution of the differential equation

(12) Amw = a0w + aiAw + • • • + an-iA^w

in R, where m is a positive integer and the a/s are real constants. A real-

valued /unction u is in S(w, R) if and only if u is in C2(R) and is a com-

mon solution o/ the system o/ equations:

n

(13) Akw-Au + 2 Z uXi(Akw)Xi = 0,    k = 0,1, 2, • • • , m - 1,    in R.
i=i

Proof. Let uES(w, R). By Theorem 2 of [l], uEClm+1(R). Since

wEC2m(R), the right-hand side of (12) is in C2(R). Hence, Am+1w

is defined in R and is a linear combination of w, Aw, A2w, ■ ■ ■ , Am~lw

in R. Applying mathematical induction, it is easy to see that Am+Pw

is defined in R and Am+pw is a linear combination of w, Aw, A2w, • ■ ■ ,

A'"_1w in R for each positive integer p. This means that Akw is defined

in R and is a linear combination of w, Aw, A2w, ■ ■ ■ , Am~lw in R for

each positive integer k. Hence, by Part (ii) of Theorem 1, it follows

that u is a common solution of the system of equations

(14) Akw-Au + 2 Z uXi(Akw)Xi = 0
»=i

in R, k = 0, 1, 2, 3, ■ ■ - , *. Hence, u is a common solution of system

(13) of equations.

Conversely, suppose that uEC2(R) and is a common solution of

the system of equations (13) in R. Since Akw is defined in R and is a

linear combination of w, Aw, A2w, ■ ■ ■ , Am~lw for each positive

integer k, it follows that every member of the system (14) of equa-

tions can be expressed as a linear combination of the m equations of

the system (13). That is, u is also a common solution of the system

(14) of equations in R. Since A(uw) is defined in R and u is a solu-

tion of

n

wAu + 2 Z uXiwXi = 0    in R,
i=l

we have

ii

A(uw) = wAu + 2 Z UxfVxi + uAw = uAw    in R.
i=i
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Now, assuming that A*(ww) is defined and Ak{uw)=uAkw in R for

some positive integer k and using the fact that u is a solution of the

system (14) of equations in R, we see that Ah+1iuw) is defined in R and

n

A*+1(mw) = A*w-Am + 2 X) uXiiAkw)Xi + uAk+1w = uAk+1w    in R.
i=i

Hence, by mathematical induction Ak{uw) is defined in R and

(15) Akiuw) = u-Akw

in R for each positive integer k. Putting k = m and using (12), we see

that

A™(mw) = uAmw = flo(ww) + «iA(mw) + • • • + am-iAm~1iuw).

Therefore, uw is also a solution of equation (12) in R. Let 5(P, r) be

any ball which, together with its boundary 5(P, r), lies in R. As

proved in [3, pp. 286-289].

1   r m+5=l A"w(P)
- j wda = r(M/2)   D  (r/2)2' ^      -
fir«'S(p,r) .=o v\Yiv + n/2)

(16)

+ J vn+ki0)Am+hwdp
J B(.P,r)

for all positive integers k, where 12r is the surface area of 5(P, r) and

the sequence of functions vmij3) are given by the recursion system

JV+i(/3) = ^---— f  ccv,i(x)ia»-2 - p-2)da,
in - 2)/3"~2 J a

void) = ii/in - 2)tii)il/p-2 - l/r"~2),

fii being the surface area of the unit sphere in w-dimensional space and

|8 being the distance of a point in P(P, r) from the center P. [in two

dimensions the recursion formula (17) is given by

v,+ii$) =   I     otVvia) log a//3 da,
J 8

(18)
voifi) = (1/2*) log r/0.]

Since Amw = a0w+aiAw+ ■ ■ • +am-iAm~lw, we have

.m+k (k) (*) (*)      m-l
A     w = «o w> + di   Aw + ■ • • + am_iA     w,       & = 1, 2, 3, • • • , °o,

where the sequences of constants {a*}, i = 0, 1, 2, • ■ • , m — 1,

are defined recursively by
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tt)  _      C*-l)
flo    — am—i ao,

Oi    — a0       + am-i ai, ■ • ■ , am_i — Om-i   + am-i crm_i,

a,(0) being interpreted as a,-, i = 0, 1, • ■ • , m — l.

Let c/2 be a positive number greater than each of the numbers 1,

I a0|, | ai\, • • • , | a„_i|. Then it is easy to see that

„m I    (*)i    .   k+1
(19) | at   \   < c

for alH = 0, 1, 2, • • • , m — 1, and for all nonnegative integers k. Also,

the m functions w, Aw, A2w, ■ ■ ■ , Am~1w are each bounded by a posi-

tive constant X on the closure of B(P, r). Now, it has already been

shown in [3, p. 289] that the remainder term /bi.p,t) vm+kAm+kwdp in

(16) tends to zero as k tends to », provided wEC2(R) and is a solu-

tion of Aw — cw = 0 in R, where c is a positive constant. Since g

= exp(c/w)1/2Z"-i xi) 1S m C2(R) and satisfies Aw — cw = 0 in R,

where c is given by (19), we have

(20) lim    I vm+kAm+kgdp = 0.
^      ' *-»«>   J B(P,r)

Let go be the minimum of g on the closure of B(P, r). Then g0>0 and

(21) 0 g cm+kgo ) vm+kdP ^  \ vm+kcm+kgdp
" B(.P,r) •'B(P.r)

=  J vm+kAm+kgdp.
" B(P.r)

From (20) and (21) we see that

(22) lim cm+k f        vm+kdp = 0.
*-.«> J B(P,r)

Now, returning to the relation (16), where w satisfies the equation

(12), we see that

0 =    I vm+kAm+kwdp   g   I vm+k | Am+kw | ip

(23) '    BiP-T) ' *<")

^ (wX/cm-1)cm+«:    J «W+4<*p.
•^ B(P,r)

From (22) and (23) it now follows that the remainder term

/b(p,t) vm+kAm+kwdp in (16) tends to zero as k tends to «. Hence,

we have
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1    r -A A'w(Pj
(24) - wd<r = Tin/2) £ (r/2)2' ■

£W,S(P,r) r-0 vlTiv + n/2)

Similarly,

1   r A m(P)A'w(P)
(25) - uwdo- = T(m/2) £ (r/2)»    , ■

SWs(P.r) 7-0 J»'r(y +  «/2)

From (24) and (25) we get

(26) Mwcfo = m(P) I wdo,
J S(P,r) J SIP.r)

for each .S(P, r) which together with its interior P(P, r) lies in R.

This means by Theorem 3 of [l] that uESiw, R). This completes

the proof.

III. As mentioned in the Introduction, we will now give an ex-

ample to show that in E„, n>2, Siw, R) can be infinite dimensional

even if the W. F. w is not an eigenfunction of the Laplace operator.

In Ez let us consider the following W. F.:

w(#i, x2, xz) = e*' + e2x\   for all (*i, x2, x3) E Ez.

Clearly, w is not an eigenfunction of the Laplace operator. We have

(27) A2w = 5Aw — 4w,        wxi = wx, = (Aw)I: = (Aw)I2 = 0

in £3. Hence, by Theorem 2, Siw, £3) is the solution space of the sys-

tem of elliptic equations:

3

wAu + 2 2 uXiwXi = 0,

(28)

Aw ■ Am + 2 ^Z uXiiAw)Xi = 0
i-l

in £3.

Now, for each positive integer k, let P*(xi, x2) be a harmonic poly-

nomial of degree k in 2f2. Then each of the functions

fkixu x2, x3) = Pkixu xi),       k = 1, 2,3, • • • , 00,

is defined in E3 and is harmonic in 2J3. Hence,

Afh = 0 = ifk)x3

in E%, for all positive integers k. It is clear that each of the functions

fk is a solution of system (24) of equations. Therefore, fkESiw, Ez)
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for each positive integer k. Since the infinite set of functions

j/i, /i, *■•,/*»••"} is linearly independent over £3, it follows that

S(w, £3) is infinite dimensional.

It is also clear that similar types of examples can be constructed in

four- and higher-dimensional  Euclidean spaces.
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